
ARKAS Optimist Worlds Bodrum Turkey 2022.

The coach Brett and Robert arrived in Bodrum on Sunday 26th of June and collected the new charter boats for the

team, Aydin and Ian joined later in the afternoon to familiarize ourselves with the facilities. The rest of the days

was spent riding scooters around Bodrum and causing general chaos in the crowded streets and market.

Monday 27th was the official day to

book into the hotel and we took

advantage of being able to get onto

the water early, we jumped on the

coach boat with the Portuguese team

and had a good 2-3 hours of getting

used to the water and conditions. We

were expecting the conditions to be

slightly lighter than we found. The

conditions were actually very good,

and the wind was quite constant

every day, starting a little light in the morning at about 10-12 knots as the breeze was blowing from the direction

of the island of Kos. During the morning the breeze switches round coming from the north over the mountains

and started to build up to about 20-22knots. It was great to see as this happened pretty much every day and

seems to be the normal behaviour in the area. We had some great training with the Portuguese team and learned

some new tactics. It was great to spend some time with the coach and Manager Hugo as we were paired on the

boat with them during the event.

Tuesday 28th was our official measurement day and the excitement started to become apparent as the boys got all

their equipment measured and weighed and

signed off. Registration was also done on the

same day and the boys received their

welcome packs and boat signage and stickers.

This was all stuck on and got the boats ready to

race the following morning. The opening

ceremony was superb and the Turkish

delegation and IODA team went out of their

way to make the opening ceremony a

memorable one for all involved. We started

by walking through the streets of Bodrum waving our countries flags, making new friends and watching the locals

all cheer us all on. The ceremony was addressed by mayors and governors of Bodrum and delegates from IODA. All

the teams were then called on to the stage individually to be introduced and photos taken. It was a real

heart-warming feeling and even more so when the Ukrainian team was introduced, there was loud cheering and

stomping of feet in support for a team that has against all odds managed to attend the event and ultimately just

missed winning the event. The entire team has not been home or seen their family in nearly 6 months.



The first 3 days of racing were very tough, and we really saw how the experience and training that these sailors go

through is transferred into their performances. We had some good races and the boys kept up with the fleet for

the best part and were never left behind showing grit and determination to do their absolute best. We had some

technical problems with sails which resulted in DNC’s or delays in getting back to the race starting lines. We had to

remeasure and put our second sails on and get back on the start line, we felt like a formula one team at one stage

changing Aydin’s sail, the Turkish commodore and team all jumped in and changed the sail before we could even

blink again, he was back out and headed to the start line for the next race. Absolute legends and great team spirit.

We had 2 days when the rest were team racing, and we could relax and enjoy some sightseeing. We went on a

boat trip around the local islands and visited the local bays to swim and cool off as at this stage the temperatures

were between 40 and 43 degrees.

The last 3 days of racing were delayed by about an hour every day waiting again for the wind to turn and come

over the mountain. This saw the boys in the emerald fleet doing a little better than before. With the experiences

gained the boys were feeling a lot more confident at the start line and sometimes a little eager. The weariness of

getting stuck in wore off and sometimes had good starts and sometimes had over-the- line incidents. Overall, the

boys' sailing improved in the heavier conditions and confidence was boosted by the experience and knowledge

gained.

The last day was spent packing up boats, handing them back to the race officials and getting ready for the closing

ceremony and prize giving. This was a great spectacle and again so professionally done and attended by the usual



officials and delegates. After the prizegiving all the sailors went into a mad frenzy swopping shirts, caps, rashies

and even a kangaroo.

After the warm welcome by all the competitors to the Ukrainian team they handed a handwritten postcard from

the team to each competitor, with their name sail number and country. To say thank you and best wishes to their

families. This was a gesture that I believe is so important to the sailing community and shows how they all look

after each other. We spoke to the coach for some time, he informed us the team has been accommodated by

sailing clubs and venues for the last 6 months while they have not been able to go home and have spent time

training. This is the type friends and community we believe make long term impressions on the kids and builds

each ones character.

The experiences gained and the friends made have proven to be invaluable to the boys and they look forward to

the next chapter of their sailing careers.


